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A B S T R A C T   

Progressive damage analysis of composite structures in the presence of uncertainties is a computationally- 
expensive and highly-complex process. This work tackles these issues by developing efficient finite element 
(FE)-based surrogate models that are constructed with artificial neural network (ANN) models and design of 
experiment (DOE) methods. The proposed framework for building surrogate models (metamodels) can capture 
various multi-scale uncertainties. In addition, to alleviate the computational burden in non-deterministic ana-
lyses, a novel strategy is proposed using the Plackett-Burman method to determine sources of uncertainties that 
have significant impacts in scattering the response. The response surface methodology (RSM), along with FE 
analysis, is used to create datasets. The RSM and ANN metamodels are constructed by using these datasets. Key 
results show that for complex models, ANN metamodels have more accuracy than RSM ones. The surrogate 
models are used for stochastic, probabilistic and reliability analysis of filament wound composite tubes. As a 
result, this multi-scale surrogate-based framework significantly decreases the computational time and cost of the 
analyses. Reliability analysis demonstrates that the statistical correlation between ply properties is significant, 
and it must be considered for an accurate evaluation.   

1. Introduction 

Filament wound composite tubular components are broadly utilised 
in diverse engineering applications, particularly in the energy sector for 
fluid handling and transmission of aqueous liquids. Given the ever- 
growing utilisation of these structures together with the need for light-
weight solutions, failure prevention and reduction of costly repairs, 
understanding the sources and effects of uncertainties are essential, but 
conventionally disregarded in the design process. Uncertainties may 
arise from variations in mechanical tests, complexity and inconsistencies 
in their manufacturing process, material microstructure, environmental 
effects and operational conditions [1]. Consequently, for solving the 
real-world problems of composite structures, it is obligatory to combine 
the non-deterministic environment with their deterministic failure 
analysis and structural design. 

Uncertainties modelling in probabilistic composite mechanics is 
presented at component (macroscale), ply (mesoscale) and constituent 
(microscale) levels [2]. The uncertainties incurred during the 

manufacturing process and due to the variability of loading conditions, 
structural geometry, fibre distribution, misalignment, and also constit-
uent properties may lead to considerable variability in the prediction of 
composite structures behaviour [1]. In contrast to probabilistic and 
stochastic approaches, traditional methods use safety factors for 
consideration of available uncertainties in a model. This work could 
result in unnecessary and costly conservatism, which is a serious 
drawback to make composite products sustainable and competitive [1]. 

Despite the remarkable efforts allocated to deterministic failure 
analysis of composite tubes/pipes, stochastic and probabilistic studies in 
this field have received less attention according to these review papers 
[1,3–6] and the literature review. Several investigations on 
filament-wound cylindrical composite pressure vessels [7–9] have been 
accomplished by considering uncertainties due to 
manufacturing-induced defects and inhomogeneous microstructure. 
During the filament winding (FW) process particularly in the wet FW 
process, winding angles and fibre volume fraction cannot be precisely 
fixed on design values [9]. By using a probabilistic analysis with Monte 
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Carlo simulation, Bouhafs et al. [10] have shown that internal pressure 
variation and thickness of multi-layered composite pipes are the main 
factors controlling the scattering of stress distribution. Rafiee et al. 
carried out a few stochastic studies to analyse functional failure [11] and 
first ply failure (FPF) [12] of composite tubes with consideration of 
winding angle and fibre volume fraction (Vf ) as production in-
consistencies. They used uniform distribution for random variables; and 
also, the statistical correlation between them has not been considered. 
The significant effect of the consideration of statistics of variables and 
their statistical correlation have been recognised in previous probabi-
listic studies on composite materials [13–15]. Therefore, these subject 
matters should be considered for efficient non-deterministic analysis. 

With regards to maintenance, design and analysis of composite 
structures in presence of uncertainties, reliability approaches are key 
tools in the decision-making process. Recently, reliability and probabi-
listic failure analyses of composites spanning from micro to macro scales 
have been investigated in a large number of articles [1–4]. Due to the 
required numerous iterations to capture the post-damage-initiation 
nonlinear behaviour of composite materials and the complexity of 
detailed description of progressive damage behaviour in Finite Element 
(FE) models [16], progressive damage modelling of composite structures 
presents a substantial challenge in terms of computational cost. On the 
other hand, the used conventional methods to evaluate structural reli-
ability such as the Monte Carlo sampling technique suffer from certain 
disadvantages. When systems have large variabilities and complexity in 
the governing parameters [4] and also if the value of failure probability 
is small, a large number of samples are required to predict failure 
probability accurately [17]. This matter causes a sharp increase in 
computational costs and time. Therefore, reliability analysis along with 
progressive damage analysis of composite structures is a challenging 
approach. Recently, surrogate models (also known as metamodels) have 
been used as a useful tool for enabling uncertainty quantification in 
presence of a large number of costly model evaluations, as it replaces an 
expensive high-fidelity model with a cheap whilst trained surrogate 
model [18–20]. Mukhopadhyay et al. [21] have presented a precious 
and concise review on surrogate-based uncertainty quantification al-
gorithms. In addition to this, for stochastic natural frequency analysis of 
composite laminates, they carried out a comparative analysis for eval-
uation of different surrogate models from the viewpoint of computa-
tional efficiency and accuracy. 

Considering that it is unfeasible to control all aspects of 
manufacturing processes and avoid from occurring other epistemic and 
aleatory uncertainties, it is of great importance to consider them in the 
design and analysis of composite structures. Hence, this work focusses 
on estimating the stochastic burst failure pressure of future filament 
wound composite tubes in presence of uncertainties spanning from 
micro to macro scales. Given the lack of works dealing with stochastic 
and probabilistic burst failure analysis of internally-pressurised com-
posite tubes based on multi-scale uncertainties, this work aims proposes 
a novel multi-scale surrogate model framework for efficient uncertainty 
analysis of composite tubes. 

2. Deterministic FE model 

The first stage of a non-deterministic analysis starts from setting a 
deterministic model which can then be transferred to probabilistic and 
stochastic environments to study [22]. Rafiee et al. [23] have proposed 
an FE model for the prediction of burst failure pressure of composite 
tubes. To construct the deterministic model of this paper, their numer-
ical model with the addition of several techniques such as using a 
viscous regularisation scheme and fracture energies (Table 1) has been 
improved. Deterministic FE model is constructed by using the built-in 
damage model [24] available in Abaqus FE platform to estimate the 
burst failure pressure of the tubes, whose material properties and FE 
details are presented in Tables 1 and 2. This FE model was validated and 
verified with the experimental results of Ref. [23]. The structure under 

investigation is 660-mm long, 100-mm diameter, and each ply is 
0.25-mm thick. The tube has 10 plies, with winding angle of ± 55◦. 
Uniform internal pressure is applied to the inner wall of the tube with 
closed and open-end [25] boundary conditions. For estimating the me-
chanical properties of the composite layers, the material properties are 
calculated by using micromechanical equations which is available in the 
literature for composite materials as below (Eqs. (1)–(10)). Progressive 
damage analysis is carried out by monitoring the fibre damage variables 
[24] (DAMAGEFT or DAMAGEFC) in all plies. When these variables 
reach 1, the corresponding pressure is estimated as burst pressure of 
composite tubes. 

From the rule of mixtures, the longitudinal elastic modulus (E1) and 
Poisson’s ratio (ν12) are calculated as: 

E1 = Vf Ef +(1 − Vf )Em (1)  

ν12 = Vf νf +(1 − Vf )νm (2) 

Using Halpin-Tsai equations for calculating of transverse elastic 
modulus (E2) and in-plane shear modulus (G12) are given by [28]: 

E2 =
Em[1 + ξ

(
Ef − Em
Ef +ξEm

)
Vf ]

1 − (
Ef − Em
Ef +ξEm

)Vf
(3)  

with a reinforcing factor of ξ = 1.55 [28]. 

G12 = G13 =
Gm[1 + ζ

(
Gf − Gm
Gf +ζGm

)
Vf ]

1 − (
Gf − Gm
Gf +ζGm

)Vf
(4)  

assuming fibres with circular cross section, then ζ = 1[28]. 
Longitudinal compressive strength (XC), longitudinal tensile strength 

(XT) and transverse tensile strength (YT) [9] are estimated as: 

XC = XfCVf (5)  

XT = Xf Vf (6)  

YT = Xm(1 − Vf ) (7) 

Chamis model is used for estimation of in-plane shear strength (S12) 
[29] and transverse compressive strength (YC) [29], as follows: 

S12 =

[

1 −
( ̅̅̅̅̅

Vf
√

− Vf
)
(

1 −
Gm

Gf

)]

S12m (8)  

YC = [1 − (
̅̅̅̅̅
Vf

√
− Vf )(1 −

Em

Ef
)]SmC (9)  

And the transverse shear strength (ST
12) is given by [24]: 

ST
12 = 0.5YC (10)  

3. Non-deterministic analysis 

The significant sources of uncertainties in composite structures can 
be attributed to some factors such as residual stresses, non-uniform 
curing of the matrix material, temperature effects, misaligned fibres, 
fibre damage, cracks, imperfect bonding between constituents, voids 
between the matrix and fibres, voids in the matrix, variations in fibre 
volume fraction, etc. [2]. These uncertainties propagate to larger scales 

Table 1 
Viscosity coefficients used in the viscous regularisation scheme and fracture 
energies [24] for glass fibre reinforced epoxy.  

Viscosity coefficient in the transverse tensile and compressive direction 0.0005 
Viscosity coefficient in the longitudinal tensile and compressive direction 0.00005 
Transverse compressive and tensile fracture energy (N/mm) 1 
Longitudinal compressive and tensile fracture energy (N/mm) 12.5  
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and are reflected in the variability of strength and stiffness descriptors 
that characterise the final and overall structural performance. Based on 
using a large number of random variables starting from matrix/fibre 
levels (microscale modelling), this work takes into consideration un-
certainties in two scenarios for simulating the composite tubes at a 
multi-scale level. The employed strategy is based on artificial neural 
network (ANN) and response surface methodology (RSM) approaches. 

Table 3 shows the statistics of physical and mechanical properties of 
common epoxy and glass fibre and other mesoscale and macroscale 
statistics. Table 2 and inputs of deterministic FE model are considered as 
mean values of random variables. The statistics of mesoscale (ply) 
properties of the studied composite tube are obtained from microscale 
properties from the combination of micromechanical models with 
Monte-Carlo simulation. During the filament winding process, winding 
angles and thickness of each ply cannot be precisely fixed on design 
values [8]. When the stochastic variation of the thickness of each ply is 
identical, it is classified as macroscale uncertainty [30]. 

3.1. Building surrogate models (metamodels) 

Efficient surrogate models are applied to transform FE analysis into 
analytical approximations. Previous studies [33,34] reported that this 
work can be done to reduce the computational cost without a significant 
loss of accuracy. The ANN and RSM with polynomials are the most 
outstanding methods in building surrogate models in the engineering 
fields, which both are used in this current paper. Creating datasets is the 
essential step in building ANN/RSM surrogate models. Literature survey 
[2] shows that researchers have started uncertainty modelling from 
different scales which these studies are categorised in various classes. 

The proposed framework, which is used for building metamodels, can 
capture various multi-scale uncertainties. Different scenarios are plotted 
to evaluate the framework and its capabilities. Current progressive 
failure analysis is carried out through a mesoscale damage model. Class 
AB [2] (mesoscale modelling) may be proper when the plies charac-
teristics affect remarkably the properties of the composite. Hence, in 
addition to the first scenario which just considers microscale variables, 
the second scenario is also planned to be at multi-scale class to capture 
uncertainties propagation of microscale random variables and being 
passed to the mesoscale. For the two considered scenarios (Table 4), 
RSM from the design of experiments (DOE) techniques together with 
progressive damage modelling by using Abaqus is used to collect data 
(datasets) in Design-Expert software. Table 4 shows the random vari-
ables of both scenarios. The RSM with quadratic and/or linear expres-
sion is used to obtain approximate surrogate models from mapping these 
random variables to the burst failure pressure of the tube. Since central 
composite design (CCD) in comparison with other methods, such as the 
Box–Behnken, is more flexible for taking into account the number of 
input random variables and also can supply high-quality predictions 
over the entire design space [15]; therefore, it is used to determine the 
regression terms in this study. 

The created datasets with RSM and Abaqus are used for constructing 
ANN models. The CCD replicates tests for its central points to estimate 
pure error for the lack of fit test. For creating clean datasets for ANN, 
these duplicates are removed, and with the addition of more samples is 
reinforced. To fit the input-output data obtained from Abaqus into the 
ANN, the neural fitting tool (nftool)/nntool available in MatlabR2020b is 
used. Fig. 1 demonstrates the architecture of constructed ANN and their 
details. Finally, after assurance from the accuracy and adequacy of built 
ANN models, they are considered as ANN metamodels. 

Assuming that variables follow a normal distribution, 99.73% of data 
(the empirical rule) lie in this interval [μ − 3σ, μ+3σ] [35], in which μ 
and σ denote mean and standard deviation, respectively. The low and 
high values of all DOE studies in this paper are determined in accordance 
with the minimum and maximum of this interval. The mechanical 
behaviour of composite structures is influenced by a large number of 
random variables/uncertainties. But, according to the literature, there is 
not any efficient study that shows which random variables have a sig-
nificant effect in scattering the response (Eq. (11)). This study with a 
novel strategy presents a solution for this concern. This strategy uses 
Plackett-Burman (a type of screening design) method [36] capabilities 
available in Minitab statistical software together with FE analysis. 
Plackett–Burman designs are applied to evaluate random variables of 

Table 3 
Statistical properties of random variables.  

Random variables Probability distribution 
model 

Coefficient of Variation 
(COV) 

Ef Normal 7% [15] 
Vf Normal 5% [15,30] 
νf Normal 5% [15,30] 
Em Normal 2.5% [15,30] 
νm Normal 5% [2,30] 
Gm and Gf Normal 5% [2,30] 
XfC Weibulla 5% [31] 
Xf Weibullb 15% [30] 
Xm Weibullc 4% [30] 
SmC Weibulld 4% [30] 
S12m Weibulle 3.6% [30] 
Winding angle (Ø) Normal [10] 2% [9] 
Ply thickness (t) Normal 2% [8] 
Internal pressure (P) Generalised extreme value 8% [32] 

λ: scale parameter, k: shape parameter. 
a λ = 1484 MPa, k = 22. 
b λ = 2290 MPa, k = 8. 
c λ = 62 MPa, k = 28. 
d λ = 121.5 MPa, k = 28. 
e λ = 76 MPa, k = 32. 

Table 4 
The utilised random variables in each scenario.  

First scenario: microscale random 
variables (S1) 

Second scenario: multi-scale random 
variables (S2) 

Ef Vf νf νm E1 E2 ν12 G12 

Gm Gf XfC Xf G13 G23 XT YT 

Xm SmC S12m Em XC YC S12 ST
12 

Winding angle 
(Ø) 

Ply thickness (t)  

Table 2 
Material properties of fibre and matrix.  

Fibre elastic modulus (Ef )a 80 GPa Matrix elastic modulus (Em)b 3.6 GPa 
Fibre volume fraction (Vf ) 60% Matrix shear modulus (Gm)c 1.24 GPa 
Fibre Poisson’s ratio (νf )a 0.21 Tensile strength of matrix (Xm)a 61 MPa 
Compressive strength of the fibre (XfC)a 1450 MPa Matrix Poisson’s ratio (νm)b 0.35 
Tensile strength of fibre (Xf )c 2150 MPa Shear strength of matrix (S12m)c 75 MPa 
Fibre shear modulus (Gf )b 30 GPa Compressive strength of matrix (SmC)c 120 MPa  

a Martins et al. [26]. 
b Huntsman. 
c Soden et al. [27]. 
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Table 4 (each scenario individually). 

Response =
⃒
⃒PDeterministic

Burst − PNon− deterministic
Burst

⃒
⃒ (11)  

4. Results and discussion 

As described in the previous pages, a combination of the micro-
mechanical model (Eqs. 1–10 and Table 2 and 3) and Monte-Carlo 
simulation are used to derive the statistics of mesoscale properties 
from microscale ones. Using data from Tables 2 and 3, 1 ×105 samples 
are extracted for the microscale random variables. This group of samples 
are produced by the interactive random number generation tool (rand-
tool) available in Matlab. After that, they are substituted into Eqs. (1)– 
(10) to derive statistics of ply properties (mesoscale random variables). 
In this manner, the probability distribution type, mean, COV and linear 
correlation coefficients of mesoscale properties are obtained. The 
probabilistic distributions of the obtained mesoscale properties are 
determined by Quality Tools, Anderson–Darling, Kolmogorov–Smirnov 
tests available in Minitab, and also using the Distribution Fitter App 
available in Matlab with a 95% confidence level. Spearman’s correlation 
and Pearson’s correlation available in Minitab are used for calculating 

the linear correlation coefficients. Nonetheless, the results of Pearson’s 
correlation are used for this current study. Tables 5 and 6 demonstrate 
the obtained statistics. 

Previous studies have considered the correlation of only a few pa-
rameters, but this study takes into account the statistical correlation of 
all properties for non-deterministic analysis (Table 5). For the common 
parameters, the obtained results are in agreement with the findings from 
[13,14,30]. Table 6 shows that the strength properties follow the Wei-
bull distribution and the elastic ones follow the Gaussian distribution. 
These results may be explained by the fact that the strength is generally 
specified by the weakest link but the material stiffness is specified by an 
average of a large number of random factors. These findings reported 
here are in agreement with previous experimental evaluations [8]. 

Deterministic failure pressure of the composite tube is estimated as 
7.15 MPa. Plackett-Burman screening design method using this interval 
[μ − 3σ, μ+3σ] and stepwise procedure is employed for two considered 
scenarios S1 and S2 (Table 4). The adequacy of model is checked 
through obtained residual plots, adjusted R-squared and ANOVA table. 
Since the results of all plots agree together, only Pareto chart results are 
presented (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1. The architecture and details of the constructed ANN.  

Table 5 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (for all random variables P-value<0.001).   

E1 E2 ν12 G12 G13 G23 XT XC YT YC S12 ST
12 

E1 1            
E2 0.67 1           
ν12 -0.22 -0.38 1          
G12 0.49 0.84 -0.35 1         
G13 0.49 0.84 -0.35 1 1        
G23 0.67 1 -0.38 0.84 0.84 1       
XT 0.18 0.31 -0.13 0.28 0.28 0.31 1      
XC 0.37 0.63 -0.26 0.58 0.58 0.63 0.21 1     
YT -0.48 -0.82 0.35 -0.75 -0.75 -0.82 -0.28 -0.57 1    
YC 0.13 0.25 -0.10 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.09 0.17 -0.23 1   
S12 0.16 0.28 -0.12 0.27 0.27 0.28 0.09 0.20 -0.26 0.08 1  
ST

12 0.13 0.25 -0.10 0.23 0.23 0.25 0.09 0.17 -0.23 1 0.08 1  
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The results, as shown in Fig. 2a, indicate that a set of both fibre and 
matrix properties have a significant effect on scattering of the burst 
failure pressure of composite tube. In other words, the microscale 
random variables have a synergistic performance. The most obvious 
finding to emerge from this investigation is that deep comprehension of 
the problem and detection of its possible uncertainties with significant 
effects to insert them in the non-deterministic analysis is essential and 
obligatory. Fig. 2a also demonstrates that variations of matrix properties 
such as compressive strength, Poisson’s ratio, shear modulus and shear 
strength have a significant effect. Not only does this imply the important 
role of matrix in composite materials but also indicates that it is a major 
uncertainties-prone factor. These uncertainties arise from thermal re-
sidual stresses, non-uniform curing of the matrix material, voids in the 
matrix, imperfect bonding between constituents, among others. Fig. 2b 
demonstrates that winding angle and ply thickness are the most influ-
ential factors in scattering burst failure pressure. During the filament 
winding process, winding angles and thickness cannot be precisely kept 
fixed on design values. These findings support this idea that the fluc-
tuations and uncertainties in the manufacturing process are the most 
important factors that lead to the failure and scattering mechanical 
performance of composite tubes. Consequently, careful monitoring of 
production parameters consistency during the manufacturing process 
and also adjusting them have great importance from the manufacturing 
point of view. This subject matter leads to maximising the burst failure 
pressure of tubes which means assuring that the produced composite 
tubes reach their maximum load-bearing capacity. Also, this proposed 
strategy can be used for sensitivity analysis. To carry out a full-scale 
uncertainty analysis, often a remarkably large number of random 

variables must be considered. This subject causes these analyses to be 
complicated and costly. Therefore, efficient sensitivity analysis strate-
gies such as this one can be useful to reduce their number prior to 
accomplishing any full-scale non-deterministic analysis. These Pareto 
charts (Fig. 2) also demonstrate the absolute values of the standardised 
effects from the largest effect to the smallest one. As can be seen from 
Fig. 2b, the variations of thickness of composite tubes have more sta-
tistically significant effects than winding angle in the scattering of burst 
failure pressure. In other words, the burst pressure is more sensitive to 
uncertainties of ply thickness. 

Firstly, for S1 case the RSM is performed using quadratic polynomial 
and linear expressions. The obtained equations are tested on new in-
dependent unseen data. The prediction accuracy of the linear equation 
for each sample is higher than 96%(the average of all 12 test samples is 
98.26%), and for the quadratic model is higher than 90% for each 
sample (the average of all samples is 94.03%). Fig. 3 shows the regres-
sion plot which is utilised to validate the network performance. The R 
values as a measure for goodness of fit are higher than 97% for all the 
training, validation and test datasets. Furthermore, the error histogram 
and performance plot are checked. It can be observed that the ANN 
predicts the output quite well and also generalise to unseen data. The 
new independent unseen data, which was used for evaluation of the 
accuracy of RSM models, are also now used for the ANN model. The 
prediction accuracy of the ANN (one hidden layer with 9 neurons) for 
each sample is higher than 97% (the average of all samples is 98.78%). 
As the results show, the built surrogate models for S1 are satisfactorily 
accurate. 

The explained procedure in the previous paragraph is also accom-
plished for S2. Table 7 shows its model summary statistics. The residual, 
Cook’s distance and leverage plots, P-value and predicted R2 show that 
the linear model is more proper than the quadratic for S2. The negative 
Predicted R2 is related to the usage of Min Run Res V type of CCD. The 
addition of more samples by carrying out an RSM with a full/fractional 
type can improve it. Since the main focus of this study is on the ANN, the 
evaluation continues with this status. These preliminary constructed 
RSM and ANN models are tested on unseen datasets (140 test samples). 
The prediction accuracy of the linear equation for each sample is higher 
than 64%(the average of all samples is 86.5%), and for the quadratic one 
is higher than 52% for each sample (the average of all samples is 78.3%). 
The high scattering of the prediction accuracy of the quadratic model in 
several samples (Fig. 4) is because the data points with large residuals 
may distort the accuracy of regression and outcome. The prediction 
accuracy of the ANN model using this RSM dataset for each sample is 
higher than 73%(the average of all samples is 86%). Comparing the 
obtained results, it can be seen that the ANN is the best model in this 
evaluation (Fig. 4). However, for S1which had a relatively simple model, 
RSM-based models had high accuracy. This shows that ANN for complex 
models can be more proper than RSM. However, due to the high sensi-
tivity required for non-deterministic analyses, the ANN model is 
improved toward reaching a higher accuracy. 

Table 6 
The statistics of mesoscale properties.  

Random variables Mean COV Probability distribution model 

E1 49.45 GPa 8.3% Normal 
E2 14.24 GPa 8.4% Normal 
ν12 0.26 3.7% Normal 
G12 4.32 GPa 9.0% Lognormala 

G13 4.32 GPa 9.0% Lognormala 

G23 4.50 GPa 8.4% Lognormalb 

XT 1.29 GPa 15.5% Weibullc 

XC 868 MPa 7.5% Weibulld 

YT 24.30 MPa 8.6% Normal 
YC 99.30 MPa 4.6% Weibulle 

S12 62.20 MPa 4.1% Weibullf 

ST
12 49.65 MPa 4.3% Weibullg  

a μ = 22.2, σ = 0.1. 
b μ = 22.22, σ = 0.08. 
c λ = 1.37 GPa, k = 7.5. 
d λ = 899 MPa, k = 15. 
e λ = 101.3 MPa, k = 26.32. 
f λ = 63.4 MPa, k = 29.4. 
g λ = 50.7 MPa, k = 26.4. 

Fig. 2. Pareto chart of the standardised effects for Plackett-Burman design for case S1(a) and S2 (b). The response is Eq. (11) and α = 0.15.  
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Having more data usually results in better and accurate models. 
Firstly, the Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method is used for sampling 
in the design space of random variables. Then, these data are used as 
input of Abaqus to run progressive damage analysis for estimating the 
burst failure pressure of the composite tubes. For improvement of the 
preliminary dataset of S2 that was used for building RSM (140 samples), 
the addition of more data is accomplished through groups of 50 samples 
until achieving the desired accuracy. Finally, the first dataset which was 
created by RSM is combined with this dataset to build the final ANN 
model (414 samples). As described previously, the final built ANN is 
tested on new unutilised(unseen) data. It can be seen that with this 
strategy, the prediction accuracy of the final ANN (one hidden layer with 
11 neurons) for each sample reaches higher than 90%(the average of all 

samples is 96.6%). Fig. 5 demonstrates the regression plot for S2 (above 
96.8% for all training, validation and test datasets). 

It has been acknowledged that among the conventional techniques 
applied to evaluate structural reliability, the Monte Carlo method 
(MCM) is a very accurate and simple approach mainly used as an exact 
method or reference [1]. This efficient and convenient method can be 
used for randomly sampling from probability distributions. As was 
mentioned in the introduction, MCM has certain disadvantages. The 
requirement of a significantly large number of samples to handle small 
probabilities for accurate analysis is the biggest one. This subject which 
leads to a high computational cost was declared the main limitation of 
using MCM in previous studies. For instance, a prior study for stochastic 
prediction of burst pressure in composite pressure vessels has used 100 
samples [9]. Their whole runtime lasted 18,000 min. Generally, using 
MCM with a low number of samples to accomplish accurate and efficient 
non-deterministic and reliability analysis is impossible. This is exactly 
the moment that the great importance of surrogate-based models ap-
pears. This current study by using great potentials of surrogate-based 
models tries to carry out a stochastic, probabilistic and reliability anal-
ysis on filament wound composite tubes. The principal effort which was 
made in this study was related to building surrogate models. 140 

Fig. 3. Regression plots for case S1 (total samples: 140).  

Table 7 
Model statistics details for case S2.  

Model P-value R2 Adjusted R2 Predicted R2 

Linear < 0.0001 0.9425 0.9360 0.9269 
Quadratic 0.0385 0.9950 0.9653 -0.6733  
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samples for S1 and 414 samples for S2 were produced by a progressive 
damage simulation (runtime for each simulation was 15 min). There-
fore, the whole required runtime of constructing datasets was 8310 min. 
After that, to accomplish a high accuracy non-deterministic analysis, the 
built surrogate models can be used for a huge number of new samples in 
a few minutes. 

The high accuracy of constructed surrogate models was shown in the 
previous paragraphs. These models can be used for thousands and even 
millions of data. For instance, the burst failure pressure of 1×105 sam-
ples is calculated using constructed RSM models (linear and quadratic 
models) in less than one minute. Therefore, to overcome the limitation 
of using MCM in non-deterministic analysis problems, using their high 
accuracy surrogate model which is derived based on the simulation re-
sults is recommended. This efficient work reduces significantly the 
required cost and time of analyses. 

In the end, the developed surrogate models are used for stochastic 
and probabilistic analysis of the composite tubes under investigation. 
For the two considered scenarios (S1 and S2), random variables 
(1 ×105samples) are selected using Monte Carlo sampling technique 
according to their probability distribution (Tables 3 and 6). Afterwards, 
these inputs using ANN are used to calculate burst failure pressure of the 
tube (Fig. 6). Recalling from previous results, the deterministic burst 
failure pressure of the studied tube was estimated as 7.15 MPa. On the 
other hand, a deterministic estimation of the bust failure pressure of 
composite tubes is equal to assigning a hundred per cent probability to a 
certain pressure, which is an issue that could be criticised. Fig. 6 dem-
onstrates that relying on deterministic analysis may lead to serious 
misinterpretation. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the composite tube ex-
periences burst failure pressure below the estimated deterministic 
pressure by taking into account the uncertainties. The cumulative 
probability at 7.15 MPa is 0.58 and 0.82 for S1 and S2, respectively 
(Fig. 6b). This indicates a serious alert, particularly for composite 
pipelines in the oil fields in which structures require high-level safety 
requirements, which might lead to premature and unexpected failure. 

The results also show the superiority of non-deterministic analyses to 
deterministic ones. In contrast to the stochastic and probabilistic ap-
proaches, the deterministic one is not able to predict the scattering range 
of burst failure pressure of composite tubes in presence of uncertainties. 
Due to this matter, engineers use safety factors during the design process 
to compensate the presence of uncertainties towards safety purposes. 
This can result in an unnecessary and costly conservatism and eventually 
undesirable designs. Non-deterministic techniques-based analysis and 
design can solve this problem. Fig. 6 clearly shows the variation span of 

burst failure pressure of composite tube under uncertainties. It can be 
seen easily the minimum and maximum values of burst pressure, 
therefore, it is not necessary to use higher safety factors. Fig. 6 also in-
dicates that the uncertainty propagation of microscale random variables 
(S1) with the addition of more factors (winding angle (mesoscale) and 
thickness (macroscale)) can result in significant scattering of the burst 
failure pressure (S2 case: multi-scale framework). Fig. 6 also shows that 
the effect of winding angle and thickness are significant. This finding is 
completely in agreement with the sensitivity analysis carried out by the 
Plackett-Burman approach (Fig. 2b). 

In contrast to traditional deterministic approaches, probabilistic 
methods can estimate the failure probability or structural reliability by 
incorporating uncertainties. An accurate evaluation of composite tubes 
reliability is essential because the reliability determines the ultimate 
composite design, like safety factor calibration and reliability-based 
design. These are the main design tools used in industry and research. 
This paper follows the idea that it is necessary for any robust reliability 
analysis that all the sources of uncertainties are identified and after that 
in the problem formulation and simulation are taken into formal 
consideration. Hence, as can be seen from this study, a reliability anal-
ysis had started from the microscale level (S1) and then meso and macro 
scale uncertainties (S2) were inserted in the formulation of the problem 
(multiscale framework for progressive failure analysis). Finally, fast 
probabilistic and reliability analyses are accomplished through building 
accurate surrogate models. 

In-service loads and boundary conditions acting on the composite 
structures have an intrinsic random nature. Therefore, with the addition 
of a new macroscale random variable (the internal pressure), the reli-
ability analysis using the MCM is done. Furthermore, the correlation of 
ply properties (Table 5) is considered in the reliability analysis. There-
fore, the analysis is carried out for S1 and S2 with correlated and un-
correlated data. To generate correlated input parameters, the proposed 
algorithm by [37] based on Cholesky decomposition [38] is used. The 
structural safety threatened by mechanical damages is measured with 
the failure probability (Pf ). The limit state function (LSF) for this study 
can be defined as follows: 

LSF = PANN
Burst − PConsidered

Burst (12)  

Pf = P(Failure) = P(LSF ≤ 0) (13) 

It has been demonstrated in this study, the high accuracy ANN 
models can be utilised as a fast, easy and efficient tool for non- 
deterministic analysis. Therefore, these models are used for 

Fig. 4. The obtained prediction accuracy of built surrogate models for case S2.  
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Fig. 5. Regression plots for case S2 (Total samples: 414).  

Fig. 6. (a) Probability density plot and (b) cumulative density plot of stochastic and probabilistic analysis for S1 and S2 cases.  
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calculation of the failure probability of composite tubes at any pressure 
by using a large number of samples. Fig. 7 shows that when the number 
of considered uncertainties in a reliability evaluation increase (S1 and 
S2), the failure probability also increases. Fig. 7 also indicates that the 
assumption of independent uncertainties leads to a notable underesti-
mation of the failure probability. This means that the effect of correla-
tion is significant, where the vast majority of previous studies have 
ignored the statistical correlation. In contrast to them, this work shows 
the need to account for correlations between uncertainties to accomplish 
accurate and efficient reliability analysis. Table 5 and Fig. 7 show that 
for accurate reliability analysis of the composite tube in study, the sta-
tistical correlation between ply (mesoscale) uncertainties are signifi-
cant, and it is recommended to consider them in the progressive failure 
analysis. 

5. Conclusion 

A multiscale framework was proposed here to take into account 
uncertainties at the micro, meso, and macro levels for filament wound 
composite tubes. The uncertainty quantification started from the 
microscale level, and meso properties were derived using a combination 
of micromechanical equations and the Monte Carlo method. Then, the 
response surface methodology was used to build FE-based surrogate 
models. After analysing the CCD, RSM-based models were then obtained 
(linear and quadratic expressions). In addition, ANN-based surrogate 
models were built using RSM datasets. Both ANN and RSM-based models 
were tested on unseen data. Results revealed that both RSM and ANN 
metamodels are able to predict with high accuracy in simple models, but 
ANN-based models have better performance at predicting the response 
for complex models. 

The developed surrogate models together with Monte Carlo sampling 
method have a great potential towards fast, efficient and reliable un-
certainty analysis. In addition, a novel strategy by using the Plackett- 
Burman capabilities are introduced to do a sensitivity analysis and for 
screening random variables. This pre-analysis technique reduced the 
number of uncertainties before accomplishing any full-scale non-deter-
ministic analysis. The main findings of this study are that fluctuations 
and uncertainties arising from the manufacturing process are the most 
important factors that lead to failure and scattering on the mechanical 
performance of composite tubes. 

At last, a reliability analysis was carried out with a combination of 
ANN with Monte Carlo sampling. Using these surrogate models can solve 
the previous problems of MCM, which required a large number of 
samples for accurate analysis of complex and time-consuming compu-
tational problems. Reliability analysis was carried out on correlated 
random variables. The results demonstrate a significant effect of the 
correlation on the failure probability, and it must be considered for 
accurate reliability analysis of composite structures. 
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